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► Millions of tipped workers are subject to the “tipped minimum wage.”
► A model that examines the implications of the tipped minimum wage is developed.
► Increasing it may lead restaurants to use a service charge instead of tipping.
► Because servers are better off with tipping, they will be hurt from such a change.
► Increasing the tipped minimum wage may reduce social welfare.
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Millions of workers derive much of their income from tips and are subject to the “tipped minimum wage”
that differs from the regular minimum wage. This article examines the implications of the tipped minimum
wage and shows that increasing it may lead restaurants to adopt a compulsory service charge in lieu of tip-
ping to extract the economic rent enjoyed by waiters under tipping. Because servers are better off with tip-
ping, this implies that increasing the tipped minimum wage in an attempt to increase servers' income may
achieve the opposite result. Moreover, increasing the tipped minimum wage may reduce social welfare.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Tipping is an important economic activity that in recent years has
started to receive increased attention from economists. Tipping in-
volves large amounts of money: in the US food industry alone, for ex-
ample, the annual amount paid in tips is estimated to be about $42
billion (Azar, 2008), and tips are common in over thirty service occu-
pations (Lynn et al., 1993) and in many countries (Star, 1988). The

number of workers affected by tipping is also very large. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the US Department of Labor (2007a) reports
that over 11 million workers were employed in food preparation and
serving-related occupations in the US in 2007; of these, 498,090 were
bartenders and 2,357,040 were waiters and waitresses.1 For these bar-
tenders and servers, aswell as some others in the food industry and cer-
tainworkers in other industries (e.g., taxi drivers), tips are amajor (and
often the main) source of income. Wessels (1997), for example, sug-
gests that servers in full-course restaurants earn 58% of their income
from tips and those in counters earn 61% of their earnings in tips, and
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these figures are underestimations because tip income is often
underreported. Tipped workers are also of great importance in the
context of minimum wage laws, because at least 20% of minimum wage
workers are servers (Wessels, 1997). The Bureau of Labor Statistics of
the US Department of Labor (2007b) suggests that workers in food prep-
aration and serving related occupations constitute 58.6% of the employees
who are paid hourly rateswith earnings at or below the federalminimum
wage in 2007.

Maybe the most important policy question about tipped employees
is what should be theminimumwage policy in their case. One extreme
option is to require their employers to pay them the full minimum
wage, regardless of the amount they earn from tips. In certain US states
this is the policy according to state law. The other extreme alternative is
not to require the payment of a minimum wage to tipped employees.
This alternative can comewith an even more extreme view that allows
the employer to chargeworkers for the privilege towork and earn tips.2

Another option is not to require the payment of a minimum wage to
tipped employees but to require that the worker's total income exceeds
the regular minimum wage (i.e., the employer has to complement the
income by paying a wage if tips are below the minimum wage). The
idea that the employer can consider tip income as fulfilling (at least par-
tially) the minimum wage requirement is referred to in the US as “tip
credit” (because the employer receives credit for some of theminimum
wage based on the employee's tip income).

In the US, the federal minimumwage is $6.55 per hour as of Novem-
ber 2008, but due to the tip credit that employers can take toward this
amount, the minimum wage for tipped employees (sometimes referred
to as the “tippedminimumwage”) is $2.13, as long as the total employee's
income exceeds the required $6.55. Inmany US states, however, the state
laws are different from the federal law.3 For example, several states, in-
cluding California, Minnesota and Washington, do not allow a tip credit
at all (i.e., employers have to pay the usual minimum wage regardless
of tip income), while others allow a tip credit but smaller than the federal
one (so the state's tippedminimumwage is higher than the federal). The
different policies adopted by different states emphasize that the issue of
the tippedminimumwage is an important one and there is no one policy
that is obviously superior to others. Tip credit legislation sometimes cre-
ates heated debates, with businesses putting pressure to increase it and
workers trying to reduce it.4 This issue is not limited to the US, however,
because as was pointed out earlier, tipping is common inmany countries
and each country that has both tipping and minimum wage laws has to
choose a policy about theminimumwage for tipped employees. This sug-
gests that analyzing the implications of the tipped minimum wage is an
important endeavor which may assist policymakers to design better
policies.

Despite the topic's importance, the literature on the tipped mini-
mum wage is very limited.5 Wessels (1993) estimates that allowing
restaurants to use servers' tipped income to satisfy minimum wage re-
quirements would create at least 360,000 new high-paying jobs and in-
crease total income of tippedworkers by at least 8%. Total elimination of
the tip credit, on the other hand, would decrease servers' employment

by at least 10%. Wessels (1997) suggests that when a restaurant hires
more servers, each serves fewer meals, earns less in tips, and therefore
has to be paid a higher wage. Consequently, restaurants havemonopso-
ny power over wages, and over some range a higher minimum wage
should increase servers' employment. He reports that empirical evi-
dence shows that as the minimum wage is increased, restaurant em-
ployment first goes up and then down.

Anderson and Bodvarsson (2005) examine empirically how the
tippedminimumwage affects the total income of servers and bartenders.
They divide US states to five categories according to the state policy on
minimum wage and on tip credit compared to the federal policy. Com-
pared to states with no minimum wage, only one category (states that
have minimum wage that exceeds the federal and have no tip credit)
has higher total income for tipped employees. The results suggest that
minimum wage and tip credit policies designed to boost the income of
servers are generally ineffective.

One important aspect of the tipped minimum wage that has not
received attention in the literature is its impact on the restaurant's
choice between tipping and a compulsory service charge.6 Restau-
rants have the option to add to the bill a compulsory service charge
(e.g., 18% of the bill); assuming they inform the customers about this
practice in advance, doing so is legal, and the service charges obtained
are the employer's property and can be used to pay servers the mini-
mum wage (or more) without the limitation that is imposed on tip
credits.7 Many US restaurants, for example, replace tippingwith service
charges for large parties (e.g., six ormore diners), and in some cases res-
taurants also replaced tipping with service charges regardless of the
party size.8 When a restaurant imposes such a service charge, cus-
tomers understand that it replaces tipping and do not tip in addition
to the service charge, except in rare cases (and even then, they tip
much less than they would in the absence of a service charge).

The firm's choice between tipping and a compulsory service charge
(or service-inclusive prices, which are generally equivalent to a compul-
sory service charge because under both systems the additional payment
for service is not voluntary) received little attention in the literature.
Ayres et al. (2005) discuss the idea to move from voluntary tipping to
service-inclusive prices in the taxicab industry. They point out that
doing so can solve two forms of racial discrimination: the tendency of
passengers to tip minority drivers less than other drivers, and the dis-
crimination of some drivers against minority passengers (because the
latter are known as poor tippers). Kwortnik et al. (2009) examine how
the firm's choice between service charges and tipping affects service
quality in the leisure cruises and restaurant industries and conclude
that a policy of voluntary tipping affects positively the motivation and
behavior of serviceworkers and customers' perceptions of service quality.

This article develops a model that relates the firm's choice between
tipping and service charges to the tippedminimumwage. Themodel sug-
gests that attempts to benefit servers by raising the tipped minimum
wage (e.g., by lowering the allowable tip credit)9 might in fact achieve
the opposite result and hurt servers. The reason is that increasing the
tipped minimum wage may result in restaurants moving from tipping
to service charges.With tipping servers often enjoy relatively high income
(e.g., comparedwith the restaurant's non-tipped employees), above their
reservation wages, and thus enjoy economic rents.10 Changing from
tipping to a service charge allows the restaurant to take away these

2 While this might sound extreme and unrealistic, there were in fact periods and
countries in which this was a common practice (Segrave, 1998; Azar, 2004a).

3 See http://www.dol.gov/esa/whd/state/tipped.htm.
4 For example, a disagreement over the tip credit delayed the approval of a bill to in-

crease the minimum wage in Hawaii (see http://pacific.bizjournals.com/pacific/stories/
2001/04/23/daily29.html).

5 There is a large literature on the regular minimumwage, ranging from early contri-
butions that explore the effect of minimum wages on unemployment (e.g., Mincer,
1976; Brown et al., 1982) to recent studies that explore more specific issues. For exam-
ple, Danziger (2010) studies the effect of the minimum wage in small firms; Strobl and
Walsh (2011) explore the impact of minimum wages on hours worked per worker;
and Sen et al. (2011) discuss the relationship between the minimum wage, teen em-
ployment, and poverty. However, the focus in this article is on the tipped minimum
wage and its relationship to the firm's choice between tipping and a service charge,
and therefore reviewing the literature on the regular minimum wage in more detail
is beyond the scope of this article.

6 I often refer to restaurants and servers for the sake of concreteness, but the ideas
discussed here generally apply to other tipped occupations as well.

7 See http://www.dol.gov/dol/allcfr/ESA/Title_29/Part_531/29CFR531.55.htm.
8 Kwortnik et al. (2009), for example, report that approximately 40% of the restau-

rants in Miami Beach replaced voluntary tipping with automatic service charges.
9 See, for example, the website http://www.keepyourtips.com/, which is dedicated

to an attempt to abolish the tip-credit law in the 43 US states in which it exists.
10 For example, a restaurant owner in California who decided to change from tipping
to a compulsory service charge wrote to me that “Before starting this service charge,
our servers were making, on average, over TWICE the wage of the cooks, and while
servers require only a few months of training, our cooks require 2–5 years!”
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economic rents and hurts the servers. This is the reason servers gen-
erally prefer a tipping regime to a compulsory service charge (see,
for example, McGeehan, 2005).

One of the main reasons why restaurants do not always prefer a
service charge is that tipping creates incentives for the worker to pro-
vide good service (because better service is rewarded with a higher
tip, see Kwortnik et al., 2009; Azar, 2010), and replacing it with a ser-
vice charge requires the firm to invest more in monitoring and super-
vising workers. The model incorporates this observation and shows
that as the tipped minimum wage and consequently also the servers'
economic rents are increased, the trade-off between the benefit of
extracting these economic rents and the cost of additional supervi-
sion changes and more restaurants will adopt service charges in lieu
of tipping. Therefore, their servers will be hurt. Because the change
to service charges creates additional supervision costs, social welfare
is also reduced. Finally, the model also shows that the socially optimal
tipped minimum wage is negative; that is, allowing firms to charge
their tipped workers for the privilege to work and earn tips can im-
prove social welfare.

2. Amodel of the firm's choice between tipping and a service charge

To understand what affects the firm's choice between tipping and
service charges, this section presents a simple model that considers
only one firm. To make the discussion more concise, let us consider the
case of the restaurant industry, although the analysis could also apply
to firms in other industries where tipping is a major source of workers'
income. The restaurant employs waiters as well as other staff. The unit
of analysis is the serving of one meal. The waiter who serves the meal
has to decide how much effort to exert, denoted by e. It is assumed
that e≥0. The cost of effort to the waiter is denoted by C(e). Let us nor-
malize C(0)=0, and in addition assume that exerting more effort is
more costly, with an increasing marginal cost of effort, C′(e)>0
and C″(e)>0. The waiter is paid by the restaurant a wage of w for
each meal served. This wage must equal at least the minimum wage
for tipped employees, computed on a per-meal basis, and denoted by
m≥0 (henceforth simply “theminimumwage”).m is obtained by taking
the minimum wage per hour and dividing it by the number of meals
served on average in an hour.11

If the restaurant uses tipping, the waiter receives additional in-
come from customer tips. There are models that analyze why people
tip and how different reasons, such as future service, social norms, and
psychological motivations, affect tipping (e.g., Azar, 2004b, 2007), as
well as empirical studies of tipping behavior that address similar ques-
tions (e.g., Lynn and Grassman, 1990). Analyzing the reasons for tip-
ping, however, is beyond the scope of the current article. Because
where tipping is the social norm (e.g., in US restaurants) almost every-
one tips (Azar, 2010), let us assume that the customer tips an amount of
T(e). That is, the tip is a function of the waiter's effort; in particular, let
us assume that the customer tipsmorewhen thewaitermakesmore ef-
fort, T′(e)>0. There are various reasons why customers may tip more
for higher effort (or for better service, which is naturally an increasing
function of the waiter's effort): because it is more fair to do so, because
this is the norm, to encourage good service in the future, or to show
their gratitude in proportion to how grateful they actually are (Azar,
2010). Let us also assume that the tipping function is weakly concave
in effort, T′(e)≤0. That is, higher effort results in higher tips, but the
marginal returns to effort are non-increasing.

The customer's total willingness to pay for the meal depends on
service quality and therefore on the waiter's effort, and is denoted
by V(e), where I assume that V′(e)>0 and V″(e)≤0. The customer,
however, takes into account the amount he plans to tip (if the

restaurant uses tipping), so his willingness to pay to the restaurant,
denoted by P(e), is equal to his total willingness to pay minus the
amount he leaves as a tip, P(e)=V(e)−T(e). I assume that P′(e)>0:
higher waiter's effort (and consequently also higher service quality) in-
creases the price paid to the restaurant; it follows that V′(e)>T′(e). The
customer buys one meal if its price is not higher than his willingness to
pay, and zero meals otherwise. Consequently, to maximize profits, the
restaurant chooses a price that equals the customer's willingness to
pay, P(e). The customer in the model therefore has a zero consumer
surplus.

The restaurant might decide to cancel tipping, and implement one
of two things instead. One possibility is to use a compulsory service
charge—a charge that is added to the bill and is usually equal to a certain
percentage of the bill. Another possibility is to use service-inclusive
prices, i.e., to increase prices so that they include service, and to explic-
itly mention (for example in the menu, on the bill, or elsewhere in the
restaurant) that prices include service and tips are not expected. For
our purposes a service charge and service-inclusive prices are equiva-
lent, because both are mandatory, as opposed to tipping.12 I therefore
discuss the case of a service charge but this could also be interpreted
to include the case of service-inclusive prices. The restaurant's decision
whether to use tipping or service charges naturally precedes thewaiter's
choice of effort.

Using a service charge instead of tipping makes several important
differences. First, it is a compulsory amount that does not depend on
thewaiter's effort. Second, it goes to the restaurant and not to the wait-
er. Third, once tipping is canceled, the restaurant has to change the
wage it pays its waiters, who no longer receive tip income. Finally, be-
cause the waiters no longer have the incentives provided by tipping to
exert high effort, the restaurant has to find other ways to ensure that
they give good service. I assume that the restaurant does so by supervis-
ing the waiters. Such supervision reveals the level of effort waiters
exert, and the restaurant can implement whatever effort level it wants
(e.g., by firing any employee who exerts lower effort).13 This supervi-
sion, however, has a strictly positive cost, denoted by s (for example,
it may require additional staff whose job is to supervise the waiters).

Serving onemeal entails costs in addition to the waiters' compensa-
tion, such as the costs of food ingredients andwages of kitchenworkers.
These costs, however, do not affect the firm's choice between tipping
and service charges, because they are the same in both regimes. Conse-
quently, the model ignores these costs in order to simplify the analysis;
this does not affect the results (other than shifting the restaurant's
profits and social welfare by the fixed amount of these costs).

Let us denote variables that pertain to a tipping regime with a sub-
script t and those related to a service-charge regime with a subscript
s. It follows from the above that the restaurant's profits are

Πt ¼ P eð Þ−wt ¼ V eð Þ−T eð Þ−wt; and
Πs ¼ P eð Þ−ws−s ¼ V eð Þ−ws−s:

The waiter's utility is assumed to be quasi-linear in money, and
therefore it equals under the two regimes:

Ut ¼ T eð Þ þwt−C eð Þ; and
Us ¼ ws−C eð Þ:

11 I assume that if a tip credit is allowed, it is fully used. This is consistent with the
empirical magnitude of tip income. Consequently, the tipped minimum wage is equal
to the regular minimum wage minus the tip credit.

12 In rare cases where the legislator requires that service charges will be paid entirely
to employees (e.g., under Massachusetts state law), the service-inclusive prices will be
the relevant option to consider because a service charge will not allow the firm to take
away the waiter's economic rent.
13 The model here assumes perfect monitoring, that is, monitoring reveals the effort
level accurately. In reality monitoring might be imperfect and only reveal a noisy signal
about the waiter's effort. As a result, the firm might be limited in its ability to imple-
ment a very precise level of effort, and waiters may occasionally lose their job despite
exerting enough effort, etc. However, imperfect monitoring will complicate the model
considerably without adding to the issues this paper focuses on and therefore the sim-
plifying assumption of perfect monitoring is adopted here.
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The waiter has a reservation utility denoted by U0. This is a minimal
level of utility thatmust be provided to him, otherwise heprefers to quit
his job and take another job. I assume that at the effort level that max-
imizes T(e)−C(e), denoted by ew (w for “waiter”, because this is the ef-
fort chosen by the waiter under a tipping regime), we have T(ew)−
C(ew)≥U0. This assumption simplifies the analysis and does not change
the main qualitative results. It suggests that if waiters receive no wage
at all, but receive all of their tips, at the effort level they choose to pro-
vide in equilibrium the representativewaiter will be interested in keep-
ing his job. This seems to be consistent with the empirical magnitude of
tipping, at least in restaurants in countries in which significant tips
(e.g., 15% of the bill) are the norm.14 To ensure that the waiter
chooses a positive effort level in the tipping regime let us also assume
that at zero effort the waiter has an incentive to increase effort:
T′(0)>C′(0).

Another assumption that simplifies the analysis without changing
the main results is that if the firm decides to replace tipping with a
service charge, it is better off supervising workers (and implementing
the effort level that maximizes its profits) than avoiding the cost of
supervision and having zero waiters' effort. As we will see in more de-
tail later, with service charges the firm chooses a wage of U0+C(e).
Denoting the effort level chosen by the firm as ef, the assumption above
implies that V(ef)−C(ef)−s≥V(0). I also assume for simplicity that this
chosen wage meets the minimum wage law, i.e., U0+C(ef)≥m. This as-
sumption can be justified as follows: U0 represents the utility the waiter
can obtain in his best alternative job. Suppose that in terms equivalent
to the restaurant (i.e., for the amount of time required to serve one
meal), this alternative job pays w and requires an effort with a cost c.
This means that U0=w−c. Because such a job has to pay at least the
regular minimumwage, which in turn is weakly higher than the tipped
minimum wage, we have w≥m. In addition, working in a restaurant is
relatively a hard job, especially when having to exert the high effort
level that the restaurant wishes to implement, ef. Consequently, it
seems plausible that working in the restaurant requires at least the
same effort that is required in the alternative job, C(ef)≥c. It then follows
that the assumption above holds, because U0=w−c≥m−C(ef).15

Finally, let us also assume (to avoid ambiguity in the analysis in
knife-edge cases) that when the firm is indifferent between tipping
and a service charge, it implements a service charge. For the reader's con-
venience, Assumption 1 summarizes the main assumptions discussed
above.

Assumption 1. Effort is denoted by e≥0; the cost of effort sat-
isfies C′(e)>0, C″(e)>0, and C(0)=0; the tipping function sat-
isfies T′(e)>0, T″(e)≤0 and T′(0)>C′(0); the willingness to pay
for the meal (including service) satisfies V′(e)>0, V″(e)≤0, and
V′(e)>T′(e); the waiter's effort choice under tipping, ew, satisfies
T(ew)−C(ew)≥U0; the firm's effort choice (when it implements a
service charge), ef, satisfies V(ef)−C(ef)−s≥V(0); thewaiter's reserva-
tion utility, effort function, and the tipped minimum wage satisfy
U0+C(ef)≥m≥0; and supervision cost is strictly positive, s>0.

3. Analysis and results

The restaurant's main decision is whether to implement tipping or
a service charge; additional decisions are about the wage it wants to
pay and the effort level it wants to implement. The waiter decides
how much effort to exert and whether to quit his job. Proposition 1
characterizes the equilibrium choices of the restaurant and the waiter.

Proposition 1. Let ef be the value of e that satisfies the equation V′(ef)−
C′(ef)=0, let ew be the value of e that satisfies the equation T′(ew)−
C′(ew)=0, and define sc=V(ef)− [V(ew)−T(ew)]− [U0+C(ef)−m].
We then obtain the following:

(a) The firm implements tipping if and only if s>sc, and in this case
the firm does not supervise the waiter, it pays him a wage of m,
and the waiter chooses to exert effort of ew. The firm's profit is
given by Πt=V(ew)−T(ew)−m, and the waiter's utility is
Ut=T(ew)+m−C(ew).

(b) Thefirm chooses to implement a service charge if and only if s≤sc, and
in this case the firm supervises the waiter, requires him to exert an ef-
fort level of ef, and pays him a wage of U0+C(ef). The firm's profit is
thenΠs=V(ef)−U0−C(ef)−s, and the waiter's utility is Us=U0.

(c) The effort level chosen by the firm in a service-charge regime is higher
than the level chosen by the waiter in a tipping regime, ef>ew.

Proof. (a–b) Consider first a tipping regime with no supervision. Be-
cause the firm does not supervise the worker it does not know which
effort level he chooses, and therefore the waiter is free to choose his
effort. He chooses the effort that maximizes T(e)+wt−C(e). The
first-order condition implies that his effort choice, denoted by ew,
must satisfy T′(ew)−C′(ew)=0. The assumption T′(0)>C′(0) guar-
antees that ew>0. The second-order sufficient condition is satisfied
because T″≤0 and C″>0. The assumption T(ew)−C(ew)≥U0 guar-
antees that regardless of the minimum wage, the waiter's utility is
high enough that he wants to keep his job. Because of that, the firm
pays him as little as possible, which is the minimum wage,m. It follows
that the firm's profit is Πt=V(ew)−T(ew)−m, and the waiter's utility
is T(ew)+m−C(ew).

Under a service charge regime with supervision, the firm observes
the waiter's effort level and can therefore implement whatever effort
it wants (e.g., by firing the waiter if he does not provide at least this
effort; the waiter has no reason to exert more than this required effort
because he is not rewarded for higher effort). The firm, however, has
to pay the waiter a wage that will give him at least a utility of U0, other-
wise hewill quit his job. Because the firm has no reason to pay thewait-
er above the minimal amount necessary to retain him, the firm pays a
wage of U0+C(ef), which gives the waiter his reservation utility U0

but notmore, where ef is the effort thefirmwants to implement. The as-
sumption U0+C(ef)≥m guarantees that this wage does not violate the
minimumwage law. Thefirm's profit is then given byΠs=V(ef)−U0−
C(ef)−s. The first-order condition for profit maximization implies that
ef must satisfy V′(ef)−C′(ef)=0. Because V′(0)>T′(0)>C′(0) we
know that ef>0. The second-order sufficient condition is satisfied be-
cause V″≤0 and C″>0.

Because the firm can choosewhether to implement tipping or a ser-
vice charge, it prefers a service charge over tipping whenever Πs=
V(ef)−U0−C(ef)−s≥Πt=V(ew)−T(ew)−m, which is equivalent to
s≤V(ef)−[V(ew)−T(ew)]−[U0+C(ef)−m].

Notice that the firm has two decisions:whether to adopt tipping or a
service charge, and whether to supervise the waiter. Therefore, it has
four different policy combinations. So far we considered two, tipping
without supervision, and a service chargewith supervision. To complete
the proof, we need to consider the two other options – tipping with
supervision, and a service charge without supervision – and show that
these options are never optimal.

14 For example, suppose that it takes a waiter 30 minutes throughout the meal to
serve a table of four diners, including all the relevant tasks he has to perform. In an
hour he then serves eight people. If the average diner eats and drinks for $15 and
leaves a 15% tip, the waiter makes $18 an hour from tips, far above what he is likely
to receive in alternative jobs that require similar skills and effort. Recent evidence on
tipping suggests even higher tips; Parrett (2006), for example, reports average tips of
19.63%.
15 It is possible that alternative jobs are not readily available to waiters but rather re-
quire to incur costs such as search costs. If total search costs are x, and during the em-
ployment period the waiter serves y meals, then we have (ignoring time discounting
for simplicity) U0=w−c−x/y. Given that y is very large (the number of meals served
over an employment period that may be several years), that C(ef)≥c, and that w is at
least the regular minimum wage, which is weakly higher than the tipped minimum
wage, the simplifying assumption that U0+C(ef)≥m holds is still plausible.
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Implementing tipping and simultaneously supervising the waiter
cannot be optimal. If the firm does not enforce an effort level, then
it is a waste of money to pay the cost of supervision. If the firm en-
forces an effort level, on the other hand, the best it can do is to
choose ef. But if the firm implements ef and pays the supervision
cost anyway, it is better off with a service charge than with tipping.
To see this, notice that the customer pays a total of V(ef), which is
then divided between the firm and the waiter. A service charge al-
lows the restaurant to give the waiter the necessary minimum
(U0+C(ef) in this case), whereas tipping leaves him an economic
rent. Therefore the restaurant should choose a service charge if it
plans to supervise the waiter.

Implementing a service charge without supervision means that
the waiter's effort is not observed and yet he does not have the incen-
tives provided by tipping to exert effort. In this case the waiter max-
imizes his utility by choosing e=0. Thefirmpays him as little as possible
to retain him, which is U0 (recall that C(0)=0). The firm's profit is then
V(0)−U0. Because we assumed (see Assumption 1) that V(ef)−C(ef)−
s≥V(0), it ismore profitable to supervise thewaiter and obtain a profit of
Πs=V(ef)−U0−C(ef)−s.

(c) By definition of ef and ew we know that V′(ef)=C′(ef), and
T′(ew)=C′(ew). Because C″>0, T″≤0, and V′(e)>T′(e), it must be that
ef>ew. To see this, notice that if ef≤ew, we get V′(ef)=C′(ef)≤C′(ew)=
T′(ew)≤T′(ef), which contradicts the assumption that V′(e)>T′(e). Q.E.D.

The intuition for the condition that determines when the firm should
choose a service charge, s≤V(ef)−[V(ew)−T(ew)]−[U0+C(ef)−m], is
simple. The increase in revenues when switching from tipping to a ser-
vice charge is V(ef)−[V(ew)−T(ew)]. The increase in the waiter's wage
is [U0+C(ef)−m]. When the difference between the two is higher
than the cost of supervision, the firm is better off implementing a service
charge.

Proposition 1 emphasizes the critical value of the supervision cost
(the level of s that separates between the tipping and the service charge
regimes); this represents the perspective of the restaurant's manager,
who takes theminimumwage as given and examines his optimal choice
according to the supervision cost in his restaurant. It is also interesting to
examine the perspective of a policymaker, who takes the supervision
cost as given, andwants to know how implementing differentminimum
wage laws will affect the restaurant's decisions; this is analyzed in
Corollary 1:

Corollary 1. Define mc≡s−V(ef)+V(ew)−T(ew)+U0+C(ef). The
value of mc may be negative or positive. If mc≤0, the firm chooses to im-
plement a service charge for any non-negative minimum wage. If mc>0,
the firm chooses the tipping regime if and only if the minimum wage is
strictly below mc, otherwise it chooses to implement a service charge.

Proof. Re-arranging the condition in Proposition 1 shows that the
firm chooses tipping if and only if mbmc≡s−V(ef)+V(ew)−T(ew)+
U0+C(ef). Obviously, taking a sufficiently large value of s results in
mc>0. To see that values of s sufficiently close to zero result inmcb0, no-
tice that mc=s−[V(ef)−C(ef)]+V(ew)−C(ew)−[T(ew)−U0−C(ew)].
Because V′(ef)−C′(ef)=0, (V−C)″b0, and ef>ew, it follows that
V(ef)−C(ef)>V(ew)−C(ew), and by Assumption 1, T(ew)−C(ew)≥U0.
Consequently, for values of s sufficiently close to zero we have mcb0.
The rest of the corollary follows immediately. Q.E.D.

Corollary 1 shows that when the parameter values are such that
minimum wage has an effect on the firm's choice (mc>0), when the
minimumwage increases beyond a certain threshold, the firm switches
from tipping to service charges. The intuition is that in the tipping regime
the waiter enjoys an economic rent (his utility exceeds his reservation
utility). Higher minimum wage increases this rent, and at some point
thefirm is better off extracting the rent to itself (by switching to a service
charge and paying the waiter a wage that gives him only his reservation
utility), despite the cost of supervision that becomes necessary.

We can now turn to analyze how the minimum wage affects the
firm's profit, thewaiter's utility, and socialwelfare. Because the customer
always obtains zero consumer surplus, social welfare, denoted by SW
(with a subscript t for tipping and s for a service charge), is the sum of
the firm's profit and the waiter's utility. When mbmc we get a tipping
regime that yields SWt=V(ew)−C(ew), and when m≥mc we get a
service-charge regime that yields SWs=V(ef)−C(ef)−s. Notice that
social welfare under each regime is unaffected by the minimum wage,
because even if the minimum wage is binding (which is the case in the
tipping regime), it is a transfer from the restaurant to the waiter that
does not affect social welfare. However, the minimum wage does affect
social welfare because it affects the restaurant's choice between tipping
and a service charge. Proposition 2 states the main results about the ef-
fect of changes in the minimumwage.

Proposition 2. Increasing the minimum wage can increase, decrease or
leave without change the waiter's utility, and it weakly decreases the
firm's profits and social welfare.

Proof. First, consider the case of mc≤0. In that case the firm chooses
a service-charge regime for any minimumwage (recall that we assume
m≥0), and Proposition 1b shows that with a service charge the mini-
mum wage does not affect the firm's profit or the waiter's utility (and
therefore it also does not affect social welfare).

Next, consider the case of mc>0. For mbmc we have a tipping re-
gime, in which we saw in Proposition 1a thatΠt=V(ew)−T(ew)−m,
and Ut=T(ew)+m−C(ew). That is, in the range of m∈ [0, mc), the
firm's profit is strictly decreasing inm and the waiter's utility is strict-
ly increasing in m. Social welfare does not change because SWt=
V(ew)−C(ew). When m>mc, increasing the minimum wage further
does not affect the firm's profit, the waiter's utility, or social welfare,
because for any m≥mc the firm chooses the service-charge regime,
and in this regime the minimum wage has no effect.

However, increasing the minimum wage from any level m0bmc to
any level m1≥mc results in a regime change from tipping to a service
charge. The firm's profit, the waiter's utility, and social welfare all de-
cline in this case. The firm's profit declines because it is decreasing in
m formbmc (with tipping), is equal under tipping and a service charge
form=mc, and does not change (with a service charge) form≥mc. The
waiter's utility declines from T(ew)+m0−C(ew) to U0 (recall that
T(ew)−C(ew)≥U0). Because both the firm's profit and the waiter's
utility decline it is clear that social welfare is also reduced; this can
be seen also directly by substituting SWt−SWs=V(ew)−C(ew)−
[V(ef)−C(ef)− s]=mc+T(ew)−U0−C(ew)>0. Q.E.D.

Fig. 1 illustrates graphically the more complex case, of mc>0. For
relatively low minimum wages (below mc), tipping is implemented
and increasing theminimumwage increases thewaiter's compensation
at the expense of the restaurant. However, once theminimumwage ex-
ceedsmc, the restaurant switches to a service charge, resulting in a drop
in the waiter's utility and social welfare. Further increases in minimum
wage have no effect because the restaurant remains with the service
charge and then the minimum wage is not binding.16

How does the firm's choice between tipping and a service charge
compare with that of a social planner who wants to maximize social
welfare? Proposition 3 provides the answer.

Proposition 3. Social welfare is higher with tipping if and only if
s>z≡V(ef)−C(ef)− [V(ew)−C(ew)]. The firm implements tipping if
and only if s>z−C(ew)+T(ew)−U0+m. Consequently, when a service
charge maximizes welfare it is always chosen by the restaurant, but

16 Recall that we are considering the tipped minimum wage, which is never higher
than the regular minimumwage. If the regular minimumwage is increased this also in-
creases the wage in alternative jobs and raises U0, so the inequality U0+C(ef)≥m that
ensures that providing the waiter his reservation utility (under a service charge) also
satisfies the tipped minimum wage still holds.
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when tipping maximizes welfare, the restaurant might choose either tip-
ping or a service charge, depending on the specific functions and
parameters.

Proof. Whilemc>0 implies that social welfare is higher with tipping,
for low supervision costs we havemcb0, and in that case social welfare
maybehigherwith a service charge. In particular, because SWt=V(ew)−
C(ew) and SWs=V(ef)−C(ef)−s, social welfare is higher with tipping if
and only if s>z≡V(ef)−C(ef)−[V(ew)−C(ew)]. Using Proposition 1,
the firm chooses tipping if and only if s>V(ef)−[V(ew)−T(ew)]−
[U0+C(ef)−m]=z−C(ew)+T(ew)−U0+m. Because T(ew)−C(ew)≥
U0 and m≥0, the right-hand side is weakly higher than z. This implies
that when social welfare is maximized with a service charge (sbz), it
must be that sbz−C(ew)+T(ew)−U0+m and thefirmchooses a service
charge. However,when socialwelfare ismaximizedwith tipping, thefirm
might choose a service charge (this happens when zbsbz−C(ew)+
T(ew)−U0+m), and it might choose tipping (when s>z−C(ew)+
T(ew)−U0+m). Q.E.D.

The regime that maximizes social welfare is determined by the
comparison between the cost of supervision and its benefit, which is
the increased welfare due to a higher level of effort, ef instead of ew (no-
tice that z is exactly equal to this welfare increase). The intuition for the
difference betweenwhat the restaurant chooses to implement andwhat
a social planner prefers is thatwhile both care about the cost of effort, the
customer's utility (which determines his willingness to pay), and the su-
pervision cost, the firm sees an additional benefit in moving to a service
charge because it allows it to extract the economic rent that the waiter
enjoys in the tipping regime. This rent is the difference between the
waiter's utility with tipping and his reservation utility, and is equal to
T(ew)+m−C(ew)−U0. Consequently, this expression is the difference
between the restaurant and the social planner in the threshold of chang-
ing from tipping to a service charge, with the restaurant choosing a ser-
vice charge also for some supervision-cost levels inwhich it is not socially
optimal. Because T(ew)−C(ew)−U0≥0, the smaller is the value ofm, the
closer is the restaurant's threshold to that of a social planner. This means
that a lowerminimumwage increases the range of supervision cost levels
for which the socially optimal regime will be chosen by the restaurant.

The comparison between the socially optimal regime and the one
chosen by the restaurant is illustrated graphically in Fig. 2, which de-
picts how the firm's profit, the waiter's utility and social welfare de-
pend on the supervision cost and the regime. The possible values of
the supervision cost can be divided to three ranges; for low levels

service charge is socially optimal and is also chosen by the restaurant,
and for high levels tipping is socially optimal and is also chosen. How-
ever, for intermediate levels of the supervision cost, tipping is socially
optimal but the restaurant chooses to implement a service charge. A
lower minimum wage reduces the range of supervision-cost values
in which this latter inefficient case occurs. Proposition 4 suggests an
interesting observation about the extreme case, in which no minimum
wage exists and the restaurant is allowed to charge its workers for the
right to work and earn tips.

Proposition 4. If no minimum wage exists and the restaurant can
charge its waiters for the privilege to work and earn tips, this results in
the socially-optimal regime always being chosen by the restaurant.

Proof. The restaurant can extract thewaiter's economic rent by charging
him T(ew)−C(ew)−U0 for the right towork and earn tips, i.e., thewage is
non-positive, wt=U0−T(ew)+C(ew)≤0. The waiter's utility is then
equal to T(ew)+wt−C(ew)=U0. Because the waiter obtains his reserva-
tion utility even with the non-positive wage, he is indeed willing to pay
for the privilege to work and earn tips. The firm's profit with tipping
is Πt=V(ew)−T(ew)−wt=V(ew)−C(ew)−U0, and therefore the
firm chooses to implement tipping whenever V(ew)−C(ew)−
U0>Πs=V(ef)−U0−C(ef)− s, which is equivalent to s>V(ef)−
C(ef)−V(ew)+C(ew)=z. That is, the firm implements tipping if
and only if s>z, which is exactly the condition for tipping being so-
cially optimal. Q.E.D.

Proposition 4 suggests that a policy that ensures that social wel-
fare is always maximized by the restaurant's choice is to allow the
restaurant to charge its workers for the right to work and earn tips
(i.e., to allow negative wages). The intuition is that this policy elimi-
nates the waiter's economic rent under tipping, and this rent was the
only reason for potential differences between the restaurant's and the
social planner's choices. In equilibrium the restaurant of course cannot
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Fig. 1. The effect of the minimum wage on the equilibrium.
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charge the waiters as much as it wants, because it must provide its
waiters their reservation utility, otherwise theywill notwork for the res-
taurant. The idea to charge a worker instead of paying him is not com-
mon today, at least partially because it violates minimum wage laws,
but was in fact common in the past in various countries (Segrave,
1998; Azar, 2004a).

4. Discussion

4.1. The industry level

The previous section analyzes the decisions of a single restaurant.
Consequently, several changes in the variables have a discontinuous
effect; they do not affect the equilibrium in a certain range, and when
they exceed a certain threshold, they create a big change, because the
restaurant shifts from tipping to a service charge or vice versa. At the in-
dustry level, however, changes in the variables are likely to have a more
gradual effect, because even if the situation in a single restaurant is dis-
continuous, when aggregating over many restaurants that are heteroge-
neous, the effects of changes in variables such as the minimum wage
become smoother. For example, restaurants may differ in their supervi-
sion costs (e.g., because of differences in the restaurant arrangement,
which determine howmuch effort is required to supervise the waiters).
With heterogeneity in supervision costs, increasing the minimum wage
will result inmore restaurants shifting to a service charge, but the change
will occur at a different level of the minimum wage for each restaurant.
With a large number of restaurants and sufficient heterogeneity, the
number of restaurants that adopt a service charge will be a relatively
smooth increasing function of the tipped minimum wage. The same
qualitative results obtained above for a single restaurant will still exist
at the industry level, but without the discontinuity at a threshold level
of the minimum wage. In particular, an increase in the minimum wage
will lead to a decrease in restaurants' profits and in social welfare, and
can either increase or decrease the waiters' utility. To maximize social
welfare the social planner should adopt a policy that ensures that all res-
taurants choose the regime that maximizes social welfare given their su-
pervision cost, and this canbe achievedby allowing restaurants to charge
waiters for the right to work and earn tips (i.e., a negative tipped mini-
mum wage).

4.2. Management quality

The cost of supervising waiters, s, is affected by various factors, such
as the salary that has to be paid to the supervising workers and the
structure and size of the restaurant (which affect how hard it is to su-
pervise waiters). One of the factors affecting the supervision cost which
isworth some further discussion is thequality of the restaurant'smanage-
ment (using “management” to refer to anyone involved in the supervision
of the waiters). The better the management is, the more efficiently it can
accomplish the tasks related to supervising thewaiters, leading to a lower
supervision cost and a higher likelihood of the restaurant choosing a ser-
vice charge regime.

4.3. Other ways to extract the waiters' economic rents

The model illustrates the idea that by shifting from tipping to a
service charge the restaurant can extract the economic rent that the
waiter enjoys under a tipping regime. An interesting question is whether
the restaurant has additional ways to extract this rent. In the early histo-
ry of tipping, restaurants sometimes extracted thewaiters' rent by charg-
ing them for the right towork and earn tips (Segrave, 1998; Azar, 2004a).
Today such a policy will violate minimumwage laws in many countries.

The restaurant can reduce the waiters' rent by hiring more waiters,
thus giving each waiter fewer meals to serve and reducing his tip in-
come.While this reduces the rent enjoyed by a specificwaiter, however,
it might not reduce the total rent enjoyed by the waiters (in total they

still receive the entire tip income). Such a policymay be profitable in sit-
uations where there is no minimum wage for tipped employees and
when currently there is a shortage of waiters in the restaurant, leading
to low service quality. In this case increasing the number of waiters can
improve service quality, and because the additional waiters derive their
income from tips and the restaurant need not pay themwages, the res-
taurant enjoys from this step. In situations where a significant tipped
minimum wage exists and the number of waiters allows good service
quality, however, hiring more waiters requires the restaurant to pay
the minimum wage to additional workers and increases its expenses,
while service quality cannot be improved significantly and therefore
hiring more waiters can reduce the restaurant's profits.

Another policy the restaurant can use to extract some of the economic
rents from the waiters is to give some of their tips to non-tipped em-
ployees (e.g., dishwashers or cooks). This can be profitable if the restau-
rant can then reduce the wages it pays these other employees because
they get additional income from the waiters' tips. Such arrangements
are called tip-out arrangements. In the United States, however, the Fair
Labor StandardsAct states that tippedemployees cannot be forced by em-
ployers to share tips with employees who do not ordinarily participate in
tip pooling arrangements (such as dishwashers and janitors). In addition,
if a pooling agreement involvesmore than15%of the tips, theDepartment
of Labor will investigate to assure that the pooling agreement is “custom-
ary and reasonable.”Moreover, several states accepted laws that prohibit
tip pooling (Wessels, 1997).

4.4. Empirical evidence

It is interesting to knowwhether service charges are indeed a con-
cept that is used in practice and whether there is evidence for a rela-
tionship between the tipped minimum wage and the firm's choice
between tipping and a service charge. The answer to the first question
is clearly positive. First, as mentioned earlier, a regime of a service
charge is essentially equivalent to a regime of prices that include service.
So any service occupation that is not tipped is equivalent to a service
charge regime. Some industries are divided between firms adopting tip-
ping and firms adopting service charges, for example the restaurant and
leisure cruises industries (Kwortnik et al., 2009). Many European restau-
rants use service charges (even though in the past tipping was common
in restaurants in the same countries). In theUS,many restaurants replace
tipping with a service charge (often called “gratuity”) of 15–20% of the
bill for parties above a certain size (e.g., tables with six or more diners).
Kwortnik et al. (2009) report that approximately 40% of the restaurants
in Miami Beach replaced voluntary tipping with automatic service
charges. These examples illustrate that service charges are used in
many cases.

Finding evidence for the influence of the tipped minimum wage
on the restaurant's choice between tipping and a service charge is
more difficult. The tipped minimum wage hardly changes, and I am
not aware of any systematic data on the percentage of restaurants
adopting a service charge and how this is related to changes in the
tipped minimum wage. However, some anecdotal evidence for such
a relationship exists. In Israel, for example, a court decision that ruled
that workers should receive minimum wages in addition to their tips
resulted in some restaurants replacing tips with service charges (Sinay,
2001).

Additional interesting anecdotal evidence comes from a corre-
spondence I had with a restaurant owner in California. He explained
that with tipping an absurd and unfair situation was created, because
the servers were making twice the wage of cooks, even though the
cooks require much more training. Because the California state law
does not allow mandatory tip-sharing of servers with cooks, and also
no tip credit against the minimum wage, the solution he found was to
replace tipping with a service charge. This allowed him to use the ser-
vice charges to increase the cooks' wages and balance more fairly be-
tween the wages of servers and cooks.
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5. Conclusion

The article examines the implications of the tipped minimum wage
and points out thatwe have to consider the possibility that increasing it
might lead restaurants to change from tipping to service charges. This
result follows from the desire of restaurants to extract the economic
rent enjoyed by waiters under tipping. An increase in the tipped mini-
mum wage raises this rent and enhances the restaurant's willingness
to pay the cost of monitoring servers (which is not required with tip-
ping but becomes necessary in a service-charge regime) in order to ex-
tract this rent. Because servers are better off in the tipping regime, the
possibility that the restaurant will change from tipping to a service
charge implies that increasing the tippedminimumwage in an attempt
to increase servers' income may achieve the opposite result. Moreover,
increasing the tipped minimum wage reduces social welfare. Compar-
ing the restaurant's choices to the welfare-maximizing regimes, the
model suggests that with a positive minimum wage, when a service
charge maximizes welfare it is always chosen by the restaurant, but
when tipping maximizes welfare it may either be chosen or not. This
creates a range of parameters where inefficiency exists because the res-
taurant implements a service charge whereas the socially optimal re-
gime is tipping. This inefficiency can be cured by allowing restaurants
to charge servers for the right to work and earn tips; this policy ensures
that the restaurant will choose the regime (tipping or a service charge)
that maximizes social welfare.
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